FAQ
The below questions are some of the most Frequently Asked Questions gathered during the
first months of ARETE Pilot 1 implementation. The answers provided offered pilot teachers
early troubleshooting solutions, clarified the methodology to be followed and helped them
overcome initial bottlenecks.

QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

QUESTIONS ON THE WWL-AR APP:
Q1: How do I get the App?

A1: Our ARETE Pilot 1 AR App will be available to
download from either Google
Play or the Apple App stores, and it is designed
to be used on “Tablet” mobile
devices that have Augmented Reality (AR)
functionality.
Q2: What do I need to run the App?
A2: To visualize AR 3D models and onscreen
data, you will require a Tablet mobile
device (Android and iOS) and the larger the
screen, the better the experience.
The Tablet device must have (i) internet
connection via WiFi and/or Mobile
network, (ii) AR functionality installed, (iii) a
camera with motion tracking
functionality to determine Tablet movement,
(iv) ensure that the Tablet has the
latest versions of the iOS /Android operating
system software installed.
Later Tablet models will already have AR
software integrated.
Q3: What if I have a poor internet connection to A3: A stable internet connection is required
run the App?
throughout the App for the “voice
recognition” for the student “reading aloud” in
the reading exercises.

Q4: What devices can be used for the App?

A4: The App is designed to be run on iOS or
Android Tablet devices. Table 1 below
lists current mobile Tablet devices Mobile
Tablets (Android and iOS) that have AR software
already integrated.
iPAD
●iPad Pro (all models)
● iPad Air (4th
generation)
● iPad Air (3rd
generation)
● iPad (5th generation
or later)
● iPad mini (5th
generation Processor
Count)

ANDROID
● Asus Zenfone 7/7
Pro
● Google Pixel 4a 5G
● Google Pixel 5
● LG WING 5G
● Realme 7i
● Realme X7 Pro 5G
● Samsung Galaxy
A20e
● Samsung Galaxy
Note20 5G
● Samsung Galaxy
Note20 Ultra 5G
● Samsung Galaxy
Tab A7
● Sharp AQUOS
zero5G basic
● Sharp AQUOS
zero5G basic DX
● Xiaomi Redmi Note
9S

Q5: Have the teachers already received A5: No, teachers have not received instructions
instructions on how to download the WWL App on how to download the WWL App in Testflight
via Testflight?
mode. Pilot teachers can download the WWL
App “Read Spell” which is available in both
Apple and Google App Stores. More information
and instruction on how to do this can be found
in the relevant training guide uploaded on the
ARETE Training Platform.
Q6: If they have received instructions, do A6: Only pilot teachers and students who will be
teachers already have access to the WWL app or in the intervention group will be granted access
will they only have access once they have been to the ARETE WWL app. All the other teachers
assigned to a group?
will have access to this app for a full calendar
year once the post-assessment has been
completed (between July 2022 – June 2023).

Teachers received a document mentioning their
ARETE IDs and passcodes which they should use
to have access to the training platform where
they can find lesson schedules, manual, video,
presentation including instructions on how to
use the app.
Q7: Do students in the control group also need A7: No, the students who do not have any
to fill in the “Student Consent Form”?
learning difficulties will not participate in the
project and do not have to fill in any consent
forms. Only their parents should fill in the
“Parent Consent Form: Case History-Control
Group”. All the students who meet the eligibility
criteria and participate in the project, either as
part of the intervention group or the
intervention-control group, should fill in the
“Student Consent Form”.
QUESTIONS ON THE NEALE ANALYSIS
Q8: We have been sent two Neale Analysis
forms; one yellow, one blue. I assume Form 1 is
for the pre-test and Form 2 for the post-test?
Would this be correct?
Q9: On page 6, the “Manual for Schools”
advises to listen to the supporting audio CD
before implementing the tests. Is it possible to
access the audio files somehow? This might be
particularly useful for teachers of which English
is not their first language.
Q10: Page 10 of the “Manual for Schools” leaves
it up to each individual teacher to decide on a
starting point. Should I ask all teachers to start
at “Level 1 Passage”, so that we are all starting
from the same point?

QUESTIONS ON THE VERNON TEST
Q11: Like the Neale Analysis, the Vernon test
leaves it up to the teacher to decide on which
word it is best to begin with. For consistency,
should I ask teachers to start from Word 1?

A8: Yes, this is correct. The NARA II Yellow Test
form is for pre-test and the NARA II Green Test
form is for the post-test.
A9: All materials needed for implementation of
pilot study have been shared with you. The
document “ADMINISTERING THE NEALE
ANALYSIS OF READING ABILITY – REVISED” can
guide you through the whole process on how to
administer and score the NARA tests.
A10: The point that a teacher should start from
depends on the age of students. In this manual
and in the “ADMINISTERING THE NEALE
ANALYSIS OF READING ABILITY – REVISED”
document, you can find specific guidelines
regarding the test passages starting point, i.e.,
students in the age of 9 or below should start
with “Level 2 Passage” and those who are 10 or
older should start with “Level 3 passage”. The
procedure to be followed is described in the
document.
A11: As in the case of NARA tests, to identify the
word that the teacher should start with the age
of the students should be looked at. In Table 1,
on page 4 of Vernon Graded Word Spelling Test
Manual, you will find the set of words suitable
for different age groups. The entire procedure

I think starting with the very first word would to be followed is described in the
give students a chance to feel they can succeed “ADMINISTERING THE VERNON GRADED WORD
and set up the right attitude.
SPELLING TEST”.
Q12: Is it recommended that teachers carry out
tests with students on a one-to-one basis? The
Vernon Guidebook presents both the option to
carry out tests in a group and individual setting.

A12: Teachers can choose the way that they
want to carry out this test with their students.
The test can be administered in a 1:1 or group
setting.
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